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Why do you need to condition Sundeala Boards?

Sundeala Medium Boards are manufactured from recycled newsprint (cellulose fibre).  A 
feature of this natural material is its ability to adjust its moisture content to match that of 
the environment.  Therefore, if the moisture content of the board is lower than the 
surrounding air, it will absorb moisture and slightly increase in size.

By ensuring that the board has a moisture content similar to its surroundings before fixing, 
this tendency is avoided. Once installed the product is generally in a stable environment 
and any such changes should be minimal.  The following guidelines will help you condition 
your Sundeala boards to achieve equilibrium of moisture before fixing. (Please do not fix 
them if you consider them to be faulty or damaged in any way).

Conditioning with Water 

With a brush or a clean mop, rub clean water into the back of the boards at a rate of about 
one litre per 1220 x 2440mm. Moisture penetration can be greatly assisted by adding a 
few drops of washing up liquid to the water. Then lay wet side to wet side in a neat fully 
supported stack and allow to stand for 48-72 hours.

Important: Lay boards face down on a clean, smooth and even surface. Moisten boards 
working from the centre outwards under cover and out of direct sunlight, heat and 
draughts. 

Conditioning with air 

Alternatively boards may be conditioned dry.  Stand boards vertically on the long edges in 
the room in which the they are to be installed to allow them to reach a moisture content 
which is in balance with their surroundings.  Any packaging should be removed to allow for 
correct conditioning.

Important: Arrange boards loosely with separators and stand for a minimum of 3 days.

Conditioning

The cellulose fibre content of Sundeala requires the board to be conditioned before 
application.  Dry, unconditioned boards may absorb local atmospheric moisture and thus 
expand between fixings, making the board bow or warp.
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To timber grounds or framework 

Screw fix as previously recommended or pin fix as follows: 

Timber battens (min 38mm x 25mm) should be fixed to the substrate at maximum 
vertical centres of 1200mm centres.  The board must be fully supported on all edges.

Fix board to the supporting structure with rust resistant/non corroding lost head panel 
pins of sufficient length to penetrate the timber by 19mm.

Panel pins should be installed at 300mm centres in the field of the board and at 
150mm centres at perimeters.

*All perimeter fixings should be 8mm in from board edge.

Fixing sequence 

Start fixing from one edge of sheet and work across.  Do not fix corners first and then 
centres as this will build in a tendency towards bulging.

With the second sheet start at edge adjacent to first sheet. Nails at edges of adjacent 
sheets should be “paired” not staggered.

Important: When fixing boards in a continuous line allow a 5mm gap between board 
edges.

Maintenance 

Fine glass paper can be used to remove finger marks from the surface and for general 
cleaning. 

Storage 

Boards should be stored in the dry and on a flat and level base clear of the ground.

Fixing 

Sundeala boards should be fixed to a smooth, level surface. Screws should be positioned 
at maximum 600mm centres through the field of the board and at 300-450mm centres 
around perimeters.  Cup washers with screws are recommended.

When fixing boards in a continuous line allow at least a 5mm gap between board edges.
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Fixing Environment

In a new build glazing must be installed, heating commissioned and the building properly 
conditioned before Sundeala products are fixed.

Product Conditioning – Framed Products 

Framed notice boards do not require conditioning with water, however, boards should be 
stored loose, flat and unwrapped in the area they are to be used for at least 48 hours 
prior to fixing. 

Maintenance 

Damaged or grubby surfaces of all Sundeala boards can be restored using fine sand 
paper.  This is particularly beneficial with Colourboards where dirty marks or scuffs can 
be easily removed, whilst maintaining the vibrant colour.

Important

Details shown are provided for guidance only Panelwarehouse.com makes no warranty, 
express or implied, as to the suitability of such details for any particular project.  It is the 
responsibility of the designer to ensure that any design or construction details used are 
suitable for the project, having due regard for the environmental and structural factors 
which are beyond the control of Panelwarehouse.com


